Incidentally discovered pituitary masses: pituitary incidentalomas.
With the widespread use of computed tomography and MRI, the incidental discovery of pituitary incidentalomas is increasing in frequency. The most common cause of a pituitary mass is a pituitary adenoma (90% of all pituitary masses); however, the differential diagnosis remains extensive. The challenge is to distinguish those that can or will cause morbidity/mortality from those that will not. Opinions on approaching management of these lesions vary. This article will review current data regarding the prevalence, natural history and potential morbidity associated with this entity and describe an epidemiological approach based on four questions: does an incidental mass put the patient at increased risk for an adverse outcome? Can individuals with treatable syndromes be accurately diagnosed? Is the treatment of these syndromes more effective in presymptomatic patients? And do the beneficial effects of presymptomatic detection and treatment of these patients justify the costs incurred? We recommend the following approach: recognizing that one size does not fit all and that the approach should be tailored to the needs of the particular case. If the mass was discovered on a computed tomography, an enhanced MRI is recommended. Detailed history and physical examination should be carried out to look for signs of functional or 'subclinically' functional tumor. Size and structure should be assessed, especially proximity to the optic chiasm. Laboratory evaluation with a serum prolactin for small tumors is cost effective, other lab testing is indicated if metabolic problems are present. Care should be taken to assess for hypopituitarism, clinically and biochemically, if the mass is large, that is, more than 1 cm, visual field testing is also recommended. Note that the vast majority of patients with pituitary incidentalomas that are microadenomas die with them, not from them.